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Abstract—This paper presents a model of large air gap transformer composed of two E cores. Approach is based on the magnetic equivalent circuit using reluctance network and considers two and three dimensions phenomena. Thanks to this analytic model, it is possible to determine rapidly and easily electrical parameters of a two windings transformer in order to design such magnetic devices. Finally, 2D and 3D finite elements method are used to demonstrate the accuracy of this model.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELUCTANCE NETWORK

Many studies deal with design of transformer with large air gap without magnetic core [1], [2] and present iterative design methods. Similar method can be applied to transformer with large air gap with magnetic core. Sizing of such components requires knowledge of inductive parameters of transformer. It is because an analytic model has a great interest compared to 3D finite elements methods which take longer time.

For this study, the geometry of magnetic core is composed of two E because they concentrate flux, encircle conductors and limit magnetic attraction. The aim is to deduce the electric equivalent circuit composed of leakage inductance (L₀), magnetizing inductance (Lm) and transformer ratio (m) (Fig.1.b) from geometry of magnetic device. Fig. 1.a shows the reluctance network implemented in the front view of large air gap transformer composed of two E cores geometry. Reluctance network is the same for 2D and 3D approaches. It is only the equations of different reluctances which change. White, black and hatched reluctances represent respectively magnetic cores, air gap and leakage reluctances.

II. RELUCTANCE CALCULATION

Reluctances of magnetic cores can be easily calculated from general formula. Present reluctances in air can be decomposed in leakage reluctance and air gap reluctance. First are calculated from Ampere’s law. Second are more complicated to estimate because it is necessary to consider fringing effect. Two methods are compared to describe this phenomenon: Schwarz-Christoffel transformation [3] and integral calculus of permeance (inverse of the reluctance) from flux path (supposed known) [4]. Different flux path lengths have been tested: straight plus semicircle, circle and ellipse. From 2D model, it is easy to deduce the 3D model by associating basic reluctances in parallel.

III. VALIDATION MODEL

To validate models, 2D and 3D finite elements methods are used (FLUX2D® and FLUX3D®). All models give a good accuracy in 2D for low air gap (Fig. 2). When air gap increases, accuracy decreases except for the case where flux path is considered as circle (absolute relative error does not exceed 3%). In 3D approach, model allows to reach a good accuracy to design this kind of magnetic components for large air gap.

In spite of simplicity of reluctance network, the accuracy and validity slope are sufficient to allow 3D sizing of a large air gap transformer. This model has been implemented in iterative design method to size a large air gap and high power transformer. Designing is fast and accurate.
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